
MANUAL OF ELECTRIC CHAFING DISH

Before using the machine, please read this manual carefully, and please operate as the instruction.

Speicification: Model: ZCK100S

Capacity: 1/1x100 GN containe

220V 50Hz 1600W

This machine to warm the food or soup, and the follow is instruction and features:

1) Switch and indicate light

The switch designed six locations: "0" - "5", when the switch turn to "1", the machine start to work, and the

indicate light will on, when the switch turn to "0", the power will off and the indicate light also will off.

2) Thermostat and indicate light of working.

The thermostat to control the temperature of the water in the water tank, when turn the switch to "1", the heating

element will work and the light will on.

When the temperature of water reach the set, the switch will turn off, the indicate light will off at same time; when

the temperature down about 10 ℃ of the set, the switch will turn on again, and the indicate light will on. This

machine will work automatic and will keep the food at the moderate temperature.

When turn the thermostat to the max, the heating element will heat the water to 90℃ (±10℃) around 20 minutes,

then will some steam come out from the edge of food pan.

This machine with the protection of over-heating function, if the temperature of heating element over 118℃, the

protection of over-heating will cut off the power, and when the temperature of heating element down to the safety

limitor, the machine auto to work again.

3) Water limited line

Before operating, please add suitable water to the water tank, the water tank with marks: Mini and Max.

Caution:

1) This machine just to warm food, not to cook food.

2) Can not put this machine into the water, it's dangerous and will to damege the machine.

3) Please put this machine at the flat surfact, no move the machine when working.

4) Ensure unit is unplugged when not in use, when filling and when being cleaned

7) The machine must be earthed and can not work outside.

8) If the machine with problem, please inquiry the distrubitor.


